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As we usher in the new year in 2021, keep your eyes peeled as we have an exciting year
lined up for you! Stay tuned to an engaging virtual experience through our specially
curated AM expert series!

NAMIC VIRTUAL SUMMIT 2021
AM.SG week is taking on a brand new look! Join us as we bring you an all-encompassing
experience of online engagement – including webinars, workshops and networking
sessions with the global AM community.
On the back of the success of NAMIC’s Global AM Summit 2020, we are delighted to
introduce NAMIC Virtual Summit 2021, a new quarterly format where we feature global
thought-leaders and groundbreaking innovators with a focus on sectors in Built
Environment, Aerospace, Land Transport, Biomedical, Maritime, Marine & Offshore and
Renewables.

NAMIC x SGINNOVATE WEBINAR SERIES
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NAMIC and SGInnovate will be joining hands to organise the Future of Additive
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Manufacturing webinar series. Stay tuned as we showcase how disruptive technologies
such as AI and Advanced Robotics together with AM, will power the growth of new
industries, as well as enable on-demand business models in the foreseeable future.
Find out more about our upcoming inaugural webinar here.

FIND OUT MORE

If you have missed any of our past events, we have made them available on our YouTube
channel. View them at your own free time!

AM CAREERS@SG: INFO-SHARING
SESSION
This session showcased our newly launched
job portal, AM Careers@SG's features, and
featured Alexander Daniels Global. Miss the
session? Fret not, you can watch the
recording at this link.

NAMIC WEBINARS: IDENTIFYING
AND MITIGATING INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTIES (IP) RISKS WITHIN
INDUSTRIAL 3D PRINTING
In the additive manufacturing industry, 3D
modelling data is transmitted and stored in the
form of digital files. As with all assets, there
lies the question of copyright and ownership.
Watch our expert thought leaders who are
industry specialists share their knowledge on
intellectual property and 3D printing.
Watch the Webinars Playback here.

WATCH THE RECORDINGS HERE

Want to learn about the latest AM insights? Follow us:
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